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Abstract—Participating to the Embedded Security Challenge
(ESC), a hardware hacking competition, organized during the
Cyber Security Awareness Week (CSAW’19) is a good opportu-
nity to enhance our reverse engineering skills. Over a period of
five weeks, we reverse engineered firmwares of an RFID access
control system to exploit vulnerabilities of different authentica-
tion routines. After an exploratory phase of the different system
components, collaboration tools and combined static and dynamic
analysis were used to solve all the challenges. Below we explain
in details our organization, techniques and the encountered
difficulties.

Index Terms—Ghidra, Reverse Engineering, emulation,
firmware, RFID, security, Teensy, AVR, Unicorn Engine.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents our work in the context of the CSAW’19
Embedded Security Challenge. The final phase of this com-
petition is based on an RFID board simulating a door locking
mechanism. The hardware was provided by the competition
organizers and the different firmwares were released peri-
odically, one per week on average, each containing one or
multiple authentication functions to be reversed. Section II
describes the infrastructure we built to organize our team
work. Section III explains the behavior of the board and
its architecture. Then, section IV presents our static analysis
work. The dynamic analysis process we used is explained
in section V. Section VI shows a brief description of each
challenge and our corresponding solution. Finally, Section VIII
presents our custom Reverse Engineering (RE) toolbox which
gathers our techniques.

II. BUILDING A COLLABORATIVE ENVIRONMENT

First, we chose to set up tools to keep the team organized
and to centralize codes and documents. In addition to some
standard project management related tools (group communi-
cation, to-do lists, git, etc.) we decided to use the collaborative
feature of Ghidra [1] to manage our RE tasks.

A. Toolbox

Among RE tools, only a few of them are able to work
with ARM and/or AVR binary. Fortunately a huge community,
including companies or governmental entities, are working
on open sources projects. Ghidra provided by the NSA and
Retdec [2] provided by Avast are good examples. They help
to enhance the understanding of implemented algorithms.
Unicorn Engine (UE) [3] for dynamic binary instrumentation,
can be used to do a black-box analysis of a binary program, by

setting entry values and getting associated results. Then UML
modeling can be quickly drawn, giving a better understanding
of interactions. During the RE phase, a scripting part is
sometimes needed. Implemented codes are written in C/C++
or Python, based either on performance or high abstraction
level libraries such as OpenMP, Multiprocessing, Serial, etc.
Scripts must be shared among each collaborators. To solve
this constraint, a private Gitlab repository is set up, allowing
constant improvement and code review by pairs. In addition
to versioning the different exploits, it also provides a way to
develop dedicated tools.

B. Archive Description

The archive stored in our private repository follows a
naming convention. When working on a collaborative project,
rules are needed to keep the project as consistent and clean as
possible. This is generally known as guideline for contributing.
The root of our repository, shown in listing 1, contains our
toolbox in csaw_package. Different sets of challenges and
some diagrams in reverse_UML are used for our poster.
For each challenge is provided at least a sender and a
solution (written in Markdown) to report our work, presenting
techniques deployed for successful exploit.

1 ## Root repository
2 csaw_package/ set_A/ set_B/ set_C/ set_D/

set_E/ set_F/
3 ## Set directory convention
4 ./set_<id>:
5 challenge<id>-<door_name>/
6 ## Challenge directory convention
7 ./challenge<id>-<door-name>:
8 reverse<id>-<door_name>.py sender<id>-<door_name

>.py solution<id>-<door_name>.md

Listing 1. Challenge folder

C. Ghidra Server Configuration

Ghidra [1] is an awesome collaborative reverse tool thanks
to its server feature. It feels like a mix between a common RE
tool and a git server. It allows to work as a team by keeping
track of the different modifications done by each collaborator.

In order to get started with this new environment, a server
instance must be hosted. In our case a Virtual Private Server
(VPS) is already hosted by OVH [4] associated to a domain
name which facilitates the configuration. This VPS runs an
Ubuntu Server OS. Java is required on the server to execute
Ghidra. We installed the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)



and Java Development Kit (JDK) version 11. Then, Ghidra
could be downloaded and unzipped like shown in listing 2.
Note that the server and the client versions have to match.
To communicate with the server from the Internet, we opened
three ports on the server firewall. On Ubuntu, this can be easily
done using the UFW utility.
1 ## Set up Java environment
2 sudo add-apt-repository ppa:openjdk-r/ppa
3 sudo apt install openjdk-11-jre
4 sudo apt install openjdk-11-jdk
5

6 ## Ghidra download
7 wget https://ghidra-sre.org/ghidra_[version].zip
8 unzip ghidra_9.1-BETA_DEV_20190923.zip
9

10 ## Open firewall ports
11 ufw allow 13100
12 ufw allow 13101
13 ufw allow 13102
14 ufw reload

Listing 2. Installation commands

D. User Management

The simplest way to add a new user to our Ghidra server is
to provide an associated sid (a unique identifier on the server).
Changes in users configurations are pushed to a queue, and
are only effective when the server is rebooted. Once a user is
added (see listing 3), the associated password must be changed
at the first connection.
1 ./svrAdmin -add <user>

Listing 3. Add a user

E. Client Side Connection

Each collaborator can open a Ghidra client using the server
name and port. Then, other group members can choose to
create a new project to be shared or to contribute to an existing
one hosted on the server. Projects are copied locally, in step
called checking out. If a new local file needs to be shared,
it has to be added to version control. For every modification
synchronized with the server, a new entry is added with an
incremented version number, the date, the user who made the
change and a comment.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE PROVIDED HARDWARE

After setting up our work environment, we were ready to
have a closer look at the challenges. Here, we start with a
high-level view of the system. What are its main components?
How do they interact with each other? Then we present the
memory layout of an RFID tag. Finally we detail the behavior
of the processing units and where the authentication of the tag
happens.

A. Board Architecture

The custom board provided by the CSAW organizers con-
sists of four distinct parts:

• A Teensy 3.2 embedding a 32-bit ARM processor
(MK20DX256VLH7 with Cortex-M4 core) which con-
stitutes our main target for RE.

• A contact-less MFRC522 RFID reader/writer (named
RFID r/w below) and two tags (one white card and one
blue token). The card is fully programmable using the
provided system. The blue token must be only used when
specifically required by a challenge.

• An OLED I2C display module and 4 push buttons, which
constitutes the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) to select
the challenge to be started.

• An 8-bit AVR RISC-based ATMega1284P microcon-
troller controlling the board peripherals.

The Teensy 3.2 implements an USB serial communication
in addition to the hardware serial ports available on the
board. So, with the picocom utility or the serial monitor of
the Arduino IDE, and without any additional hardware, it is
possible to get debug information directly through the USB
port. This functionality is helpful here because we observed
that some information related to challenges are transmitted
through this link. Furthermore, all these devices, except for
the RFID reader/writer, are linked together thanks to an I2C
bus. Additionally, a SPI communication is set up between the
RFID reader/writer and the two microcontrollers. We can spy
on the exchanges between the I2C nodes or SPI nodes using
a logic analyzer or an oscilloscope to analyze the role of each
component of the board. To facilitate that, a debug output
(named Sig on the board), can be used as a trigger in order
to target the visualization corresponding to a specific action
done on the board.

B. RFID Tag

The RFID tag is a MIFARE Classic EV1 from NXP
with 1024 bytes of data storage. The following explanations
describe what is needed to exploit an RFID device. First of
all, the RFID tag consists in an EEPROM memory organized
in 16 sectors of 4 blocks each [5]. A block can be either a data
or a trailer block. A trailer block contains 1 or 2 public keys
and control bits (RWX). A data block is expected to be read
or mutated according to the rights set in the associated trailer
block. The last important thing about the memory organization
is that the first 16 bytes are dedicated to the manufacturer
block. This 16 bytes offset is to be taken in account when
placing our values in the RFID card for our exploits.

C. Probing Serial Buses Communication

In order to understand the behavior of the processing units,
we recorded some serial buses communication thanks to a
Picoscope 3206D hardware [6], by referring to the signal Sig1
as a trigger. First, note that the AVR is the master of I2C bus.
The Teensy and RFID r/w are slaves. Second, after booting,
the custom board is in an idle state (no communication on SPI
bus, several frames on I2C bus). Finally, before attempting to
solve a challenge, the tag needs to be programmed with custom
data through the RFID r/w.

A sender.py script provided by the organizers allows to write
data in the RFID tag. So, data are transmitted through the serial
communication of the USB port to the Teensy. After that, tag
data are sent trough the I2C to the AVR. Then, the board is
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ready to detect a tag. When the tag is placed close to the RFID
r/w, data are programmed in the tag. So, at this step, the tag
contains custom data originally entered in the sender.py. The
board returns back in the idle state.

A challenge is selected with the far left push button of the
HMI and is started by pressing the far right button. At this
moment, the board is waiting for a tag and returns in an
idle state. When a tag is placed close to the RFID r/w, the
content of the tag is read and sent via the SPI communication
to the AVR. After that, data are transmitted via the I2C bus
to the Teensy and used in the specified challenge. At the end,
a kind of passphrase is generated (different if the challenge
is solved or not) and is sent back via I2C to the AVR. This
microcontroller is in charge of the validation of the challenge,
depending on the content of the passphrase.

IV. STATIC ANALYSIS

Now that the analysis of the hardware is done, let us focus
on what happens from a software point of view when one
runs a challenge. In this section, we describe the execution
flow of a challenge, the required knowledge to understand the
corresponding assembly code, and the process by which the
AVR microcontroller interacts with the tag.

A. Challenge Execution Flow

The main processing unit (the Teensy board) contains a
program compiled from C++ code in charge of receiving data,
throwing interruptions and processing data.

requestEventreceiveEvent

                          Core

Yield()

Loop()onReceive()

                             Setup

onRequest()

Request IRQ

Receive IRQ

Set up i2c comm

[true]

Fig. 1. Initialization of the Teensy process

The process of receiving data is done by setting up com-
munications through I2C link [7]. In the setup() function, the
board is sets up as a slave using pins 18 and 19. Then it
attaches handlers for Interrupt Sub-Routine (ISR) for request
and receive events as shown is figure 1. By focusing on the
receiveEvent() handler, one can understand that its goal is to
fill the packet structure as defined in listing 4.
1 struct packet {
2 char comm;
3 char RFID[1024];
4 char keys[48];
5 char buttons;

6 char challengeNum;
7 };

Listing 4. Packet structure

The 1024-byte array is filled with data read by the RFID
reader and corresponds to the values programmed into the tag.
Once the entire packet is received, a call to startChallenge() is
made. This function launches the chosen challenge according
to the value of packet.challengeNum and passes at least the
packet as an argument.

B. ARM Assembly

In order to understand the above behavior at the assembly
level, there is a few key points about the ARM Instruction Set
one needs to know.

Passing arguments to function can be done either using
registers or the stack [8]. When data is too large (like a
structure of 1075 bytes) the compiler will pass it through the
stack. Lets have a look at this basic function in listing 5:
1 int square(int num) {
2 return num * num;
3 }
4 int main(int argc, char **argv){
5 int a;
6

7 a = square(5);
8 printf("a = %d", a);
9 return 0;

10 }

Listing 5. Square function

The corresponding assembly code is found in listing 6. Here
an integer is passed as argument and an integer is expected
in return. Since integers are stored on 4 bytes [9], only one
register is used, here R0.
1 square(int):
2 str fp, [sp, #-4]!
3 add fp, sp, #0
4 sub sp, sp, #12
5 str r0, [fp, #-8] // Save Argument
6 ldr r3, [fp, #-8]
7 ldr r2, [fp, #-8]
8 mul r3, r2, r3
9 mov r0, r3 // Return value in RO

10 add sp, fp, #0
11 ldr fp, [sp], #4
12 bx lr
13

14 main:
15 ...
16 mov r0, #5
17 bl square(int)
18 ...

Listing 6. Square function compiled from source code in Lis. 5

One can also determine that the return value is passed using
R0. Until here, one register is enough to store an integer,
but for functions that are computing on a 64-bit value (e.g.
double), two registers are needed.
1 double id(double num) {
2 return num;
3 }
4

5 int main() {
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6 double a;
7 a = 5;
8 id(a);
9 return 0;

10 }

Listing 7. Identity function

For the function in listing 7, the main function calls the
id function and passes to it a double value. In the assembly
listing 8, one can understand that the value is split in two and
stored in R0 and R1. Then, in the called function, R0 and R1
are pushed onto the stack.
1 id(double):
2 push {r4, fp}
3 add fp, sp, #4 --------+
4 sub sp, sp, #8 --------!-----!
5 str r0, [fp, #-12] // +4 - (-8) --!
6 str r1, [fp, #-8] // +4 - (-8) - 4
7 ...
8

9 main:
10 ...
11 ldmia r1, {r0-r1}
12 bl id(double)
13 ...

Listing 8. Identity function compiled from source code in Lis. 7

Now that we understand how to use registers, it is time to go a
bit further and to use the stack to pass huge values that could
not be passed through registers. The following code in listing
9 is showing a main function attempting to call a procedure
taking a huge piece of data as argument.
1 struct packet {
2 char comm;
3 char rfid[1024] ;
4 char keys[48];
5 char buttons;
6 char challengeNum;
7 };
8

9 void id(struct packet p) {
10 p.rfid[850] = 'v';
11 }
12

13 int main() {
14 struct packet p;
15 id(p);
16 return 0;
17 }

Listing 9. Function using stack

When looking at the provided assembly code (listing 10), a
call to memcpy() is noticeable, then some values are mapped
in R0, R1, R2 and R4 before calling the id function.
1 id(packet):
2 sub sp, sp, #16
3 str fp, [sp, #-4]!
4 add fp, sp, #0
5 add ip, fp, #4
6 stm ip, {r0, r1, r2, r3} ---+---+---+---+
7 mov r3, #118 ! ! ! !
8 strb r3, [fp, #855] // 851 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
9 ... |

10 main: 850 (RFID) + 1 (comm)
11 ...
12 sub sp, sp, #2144
13 mov r0, sp

14 sub r3, fp, #1056
15 ...
16 bl memcpy
17 ...
18 ldm r3, {r0, r1, r2, r3}
19 bl id(packet)

Listing 10. Function using stack compiled from source code in Lis. 9

Now that the use of the stack and the registers are under-
stood, one can improve decompiled code from Ghidra and
better understand the control flow of a program.

C. Analyzing the code in the AVR Microcontroller

The AVR handles both RFID tag programming and reading
tasks. Understanding what is done at that level may help a
lot. In order to analyze the firmware, we used Atmel Studio
[10], a Visual Studio like IDE for microcontroller, embedding
a simulator, a debugger, the possibility to manage I/O and
many more (the full version is free).

The MRFC522 source code [11] is very helpful to under-
stand how a tag is actually read. Basically, the flow goes
like this (function names come from the source code are just
mentioned below):

• PICC_IsNewCardPresent()
• PICC_ReadCardSerial()}
• PCD_Authenticate(.., MIFARE\_Key *,..)}
• MIFARE_Read(...)}
• PICC_HaltA()}
• PCD_StopCrypto1()}

This process is implemented in the readRFIDCard() function
of the AVR firmware. The important part to note here is the
PCD_Authenticate() function, taking a key as one of its param-
eter. This key is used to encrypt/decrypt the communications
between the reader and the RFID tag, and is initialized to 0 in
all firmwares, meaning there are no encryption at all. However,
in three of them the algorithm above is implemented in another
function as well: authCard(). The only difference is that the
key is not null.

The organizers mentioned a hidden feature in some of
the sets (a.k.a. set of firmwares) and we have reasons to
believe that it is the possibility to encrypt communications
with the tag. In the firmwares in question (set B, D and
F), there is an additional test resulting in the call to either
readRFIDCard() or authCard(). This choice is made based on
two global variables which can be set only in buttonChanged(),
the function called when an interruption is triggered when the
state of a push button changes. We still miss something to
understand how this feature is activated. We first thought that
a tag contained only data and that the encryption must happens
during the programming of a tag. Further research showed that
a Mifare Classic tag [12] also embeds a logical unit to perform
cryptographic operations (figure 2).

In order to verify the encryption of the communications,
one can use a radio frequency analyzer to eavesdrop the
transmissions between a tag and the reader. We did not perform
this experiment.
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Fig. 2. Internal diagram of a Mifare classic tag

V. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

To facilitate our research we wanted to have the possibility
to dynamically analyze the different provided firmwares. In
the case user input goes through heavy modifications, one do
not have to re-implement the algorithm.

A. Using Unicorn Engine

In order to analyze a specific piece of the program (typically
the authentication function, not the whole firmware), we chose
to use UE [3], an emulation framework (which can be used
from Python). It is easy to use and offers a very good interface
allowing to easily instrument a binary program and to select
which instructions to emulate.

The basic structure of an UE script is:
1) Create the emulation context.
2) Map the binary program in memory.
3) Allocate space for the stack.
4) Set all registers to 0.
5) Set the stack pointer to previously allocated memory.
6) Register function hooks.
7) Start emulation.

A working example can be found in set_b/challenge_
6/reverse6.py from our repository. The power of using
UE resides in the facility to instrument the binary program.
One can register a function hook that will be called for every
instruction emulated and decide to do something based on
the address of the Program Counter (the PC register), a
register value, the content of the memory, etc. This hooking
mechanism is used to solve our challenges.

B. Handling Exceptions

Some instructions may try to access/write to un-
mapped memory (e.g. access to a memory region dy-
namically allocated by a function of the program which
we did not emulate). When that occurs, an exception
is triggered by UE (UC_HOOK_MEM_READ_UNMAPPED or
UC_HOOK_MEM_WRITE_UNMAPPED). One can catch those
exceptions and allocate the desired address before resuming
the execution. It is useful to log those events to check if the
binary program is expecting a value to be there (e.g. in the
case of a read operation) by checking at the disassembly code
if there is something there (e.g. typically by examining the
.data section within Ghidra).

Also note that functions such as printf() may not be em-
ulated correctly and cause an infinite loop. It happened in
our case because the function was trying to write to a serial
port, which was of course not there. We could have redirected
the output to stdout instead, however, we did not explore the
possibilities of I/O handling of the framework. Instead, we
either skipped the problematic instructions by changing the
Program Counter (PC register) or by patching the firmware
(e.g. by inserting NOP). Note that the patched version was
used only to ease the emulation process, not flashed into the
board.

VI. TIMELINE OF OUR PROGRESS

In this section, we present our experience and progress over
the weeks and some of the hurdles we faced.

A. Slow Start

At the beginning of the competitions, we did not know
what to expect in terms of challenge complexity or the time
it would required to solve the challenges. For the first week,
we started pretty slowly, with most of the time used towards
understanding the board and the communication between the
different parts when we were not in class (20-25 hours a week
+ projects).

B. Steady State

For the third set of challenges, we had picked up the pace
and were started to get the team synchronized. We solved
the whole set in a couple of days. Only challenge 7 from
the second firmware still troubled us. We spent a lot of
time on this one and solved it only towards the end of the
competition. We tried to understand the I2C communications
between the different components and we were concerned
about some authentication functions and variables in both
firmwares (Teensy and AVR). Our supposition was that we
did not have enough privileges to impose the reading of a
tag in this challenge and that it was therefore necessary, for
example, to provide authentication keys to the system in order
to increase privileges. Then the 4th set came. It had only one
challenge in it and was also troublesome since it is the last
one we solved.

C. Final Stretch

For the last set release, on 21st October, we received two
firmwares including 5 new challenges. We found the 17th to
be the more difficult. It had common characteristics with the
other two challenges we were stuck on. The time it took us to
solve a challenge vary between one hour to three weeks (we
were not working full time on the competition).

D. Difficulties

There were three challenges in particular on which we spent
a lot of time: the 7, 12 and 17. Challenge 12 and 17 were both
the only challenge of their respective set. It led us to draw
the false assumption that the solution too must be somehow
related. We thought that the values of the tag were not read
correctly and that it was the reason our solutions failed. We
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had a tendency to look for the complex solutions. After many
unsuccessful attempts we finally took a step back, review
everything we thought we understood and we decisively solved
them all.

E. Scoreboard
Below in figure 3 are our final results, the 18 challenges

yield 2160 points.

Fig. 3. Points evolution in time

VII. OUR SOLUTIONS

For each challenge, we provide below a brief description
of what was needed to do as well as the hash of our solution
as required by the organizers. It is mentioned when there are
multiple possible solutions. Paths mentioned below are files in
our repository (cf. Section II.B).

A. Challenge 0: Lounge (100 points)
This challenge uses the RSA algorithm with small num-

bers. The strength of RSA resides in the difficulty of the
factorization of huge numbers, so there is a first apparent
weakness of the program. Emulation was used to brute force
the two one-byte factors of a multiplication to not have to re-
implement the modifications undergone by those factors before
the final operation. Note that there are several solutions for this
challenge.

• Solution in: set_A/challengeA-louge/.
• Hash: 643a6fa20b171fdf3a9e7e1975ce62892f
de9cecf2056a73d85fa2d0802d3000.

B. Challenge 1: Closet (100 points)
The Closet challenge reads 24 bytes from the RFID tag,

from byte 92 to byte 111 and from 128 to 131. Each character
in the string "ESC19-rocks!" is compared to the RFID values
read at an offset defined by the first 12 bytes read. It means
that the next 12 bytes correspond to the string "ESC19-rocks!".
With that information a simple script was developed to found
the original bytes to put in the tag.

• Solution in: set_A/challengeA-closet/.
• Hash: 8425ad5e0454e8f2398aa8a2b4a361e567
0339dad91b5d81aef88fd940d7bac9.

C. Challenge 2: Cafe (130 points)

In this challenge, some computations are done based on
14 bytes of the RFID tag. Two independent loops of six
computations each are executed. In each iteration it is possible
to control whether an addition or a subtraction is performed
via two bytes of the tag (one byte used per loop). The goal
is to restore the original passphrase "solved challenge cafe
abcdefghi" from the string "ËÄ¦r challenge °åZÇ*4bcdefghi
h4x0R2 dr00L".

• Solution in: set_A/challengeA-cafe/.
• Hash: d05235d380e913b5625d653c555de8925f
249838896651a95bb35ea4e7863a5e.

D. Challenge 3: Stairs (50 points)

The solution to this challenge was provided as an example
by the organizers to be sure that all the teams knew what to
expect and were able to check that the hardware is correctly
running. We found the solution to this challenge before the
release of the solution, which helped us to confirm that we
were doing things right.

• Solution in: https://github.com/TrustworthyComputing/
csaw_esc_2019/.

• Hash: 396f4b1cdf1cc2e7680f2a8716a18c887c
d489e12232e75b6810e9d5e91426c7.

E. Challenge 4: Mobile (100 points)

The goal of this challenge is to replace the string "solved
mobile abcdefg" by "solved challenge mobile abcdefg" in or-
der to solve it. There is another string containing the beginning
of an alphabet which enables us to write the word "challenge"
instead of the spaces. 15 bytes of the tag are used to compute
indexes, which are later used in a second loop to access a
character from the alphabet string. The linear computations
were easily reversed with the help of a script.

• Solution in: set_B/challengeB-mobile/.
• Hash: f2f3792453040e837e7e1584e72859bfaa
6b8c09d73d185be53b35886b6455c2.

F. Challenge 5: Dance (130 points)

This challenge reads 8 bytes from the RFID tag (from byte
147 to 154) to compute a BLAKE-256 hash. The goal here
is to retrieve the data used to compute the hard-coded hash
present in the binary. The vulnerability here is that the hash
is well known from hash cracking websites.

• Solution in: set_B/challengeB-dance/.
• Hash: e631b32e3e493c51e5c2b22d1486d401c7
6ac83e3910566924bcc51b2157c837.

G. Challenge 6: Code (50 points)

There is a hash function (H45H) using some hard-coded
data concatenated with a single byte from the RFID card. The
goal is to discover what is the value of that byte. Brute force
attack on 256 possibilities is done instantly with a script.

• Solution in: set_B/challengeB-code/.
• Hash: 372ded6746e45ef7c8ad5a22c5738a4b5a
a982da66bc8a426aa1cca830d05af3.
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H. Challenge 7: Blue (200 points)
This challenge looks like challenge 5 (Dance), the global

structure is the same. 8 bytes from the tag are used to
generate a hash with the BLAKE-256 hash function. The
resulting hash is compared to an hard-coded one present in the
challenge function. A clue is given here, a Base64 encoded
string saying: Time to use the blue tag!. The information
present in the blue tag are the one used to compute the target
hash. The complexity of this challenge is to find the push
buttons sequence to make the reader actually read the white
tag previously programmed with data contained in the blue
tag.

• Solution in: set_B/challengeB-blue/.
• Hash: f7b26e5622acc85efd7c0e2b368b04e1ee
2340b310fdb26dec9278b8c4860b14.

I. Challenge 8: Uno (200 points)
This one implements a SUBLEQ virtual machine, it is a

kind of One-Instruction Set Architecture (OISC), a specific
architecture in which all computations are done with a single
instruction. Here, that unique instruction is a subtract that will
branch if an operand is less than or equal to zero. There are
several possible solutions.

• Solution in: set_C/challengeC-uno/.
• Hash: a990debdea0f626803f99286296468acb7
5bb6be5d118c954d874d4b92ed9059.

J. Challenge 9: Game (150 points)
The game represented by this challenge is a classic Tic-Tac-

Toe. It is a famous paper-and-pencil game for two players (’x’
and ’o’), who take turns marking the spaces in a 3*3 grid. The
player who succeeds in placing 3 of its marks in a horizontal,
vertical, or diagonal row is the winner. Here our opponent
is the RFID reader. The best moves of each player leads to a
draw game. Note that there are two solutions for this challenge.
There are several possible solutions.

• Solution in: set_C/challengeC-game/.
• Hash: a536829856d84ccd53ff8bcf534a65c567
8bdbe9ce20f78407e1c987ba517e8a.

K. Challenge 10: Break (70 points)
This challenge is all about an LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift

Register). It consists in an algorithm using XOR and SHIFT
operations. Due to its simplicity of implementation, LFSR
are commonly used in hardware. In this challenge, the 16-
bit LFSR run over 1622 iterations. Considering that indices
are from 0 to 15 starting from the less significant bit, we do
call MSB the value to inject at the end of our register after
a 1 bit shift.

MSB = lfsr[5] ⊕ lfsr[3] ⊕ lfsr[2]

lfsr = lfsr >> 1

lfsr[15] = MSB

• Solution in: set_C/challengeC-break/.
• Hash: 2d3448f09329f453e6f3a5403d89c061a9
dabfbb9103ad6b8cc86d16345a7547.

L. Challenge 11: Recess (100 points)

This challenge has to do with a Cyclic Redundancy Check
(CRC) algorithm. It is an error-detecting code generally used
in networks to detect errors in the data transmission. The
challenge function reads 4 bytes from the RFID tag at offset
161 onwards. The objective of this challenge is to retrieve
the correct 4 bytes for which the CRC result is equal to
0x36476684. The vulnerability here is the very small amount
of time it requires to brute force the CRC considering that we
used parallel programming with OpenMP [13].

• Solution in: set_C/challengeC-recess/.
• Hash: 370815b8d8fde829f5c35f893d0b4139d6
1a775baa4181fcac1fffe014bde9ea.

M. Challenge 12: Bounce (150 points)

In this challenge, just validating the authentication check
is not enough to solve it. The challHash array filled in the
success loop is set in another function (fillChallengeHash())
which is not called after the call of challenge_8(). However,
there is a buffer overflow situation that can be used to force
the success function to be called. In addition to the values in
the tag, the A and B buttons must be set respectively to the
values 0xC and 0x4. There are several possible solutions.

• Solution in: set_D/challengeD-bounce/.
• Hash: ef916aaaff05b978da738ca96cb3b56c89
54d092e272d1438c745337e602ecc8.

N. Challenge 13: Steel (100 points)

Very similar to challenge 6. This time the hash function is
executed 9 times in a row. The other difference is that the data
used to compute the hash is not hard-coded anymore, it is a
single byte, resulting of mathematical operations on 3 bytes
read from the RFID tag. Since there are linear operations, it
is trivial to reverse them once we know the byte that produces
the target hash. There are several possible solutions.

• Solution in: set_E/challengeE-steel/.
• Hash: 5921d2ca353338c5f04c92205dc8f8bc87
34f092a9e63e5f02ec106f7a7d99b4.

O. Challenge 14: Caeser (150 points)

This challenge reads 4 bytes from the RFID tag, 2 of
them are used to compute the value of the first argument
of the function named poly(). The last 2 bytes are computed
and compared to the result of the poly() function. Moreover,
the p.buttons value (from the packet structure, cf. listing 4)
is computed and used as the third argument of the poly()
function. The button value contained in the packet correspond
to the hex value of A and B displayed by the RFID reader,
which can be change with the two buttons in the middle. To
validate this challenge, buttons A and B must be set at A: 10
B: 11, thus the buttons hex value is 0xAB.

• Solution in: set_E/challengeE-caeser/.
• Hash: 551b5cff372d310b57d39b616400461be0
a1450c519a2a542f33a7af0dd565f3.
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P. Challenge 15: Spiral (130 points)

This challenge is similar to the Challenge 10, it uses logical
XOR, SHIFT and ADD operators in order to implement an
Add-Rotate-Xor (ARX) block cipher. The goal is to understand
the modifications done on 4 bytes of the tag in order to found
out those which produce the result which will satisfy the
condition to enter the success loop.

• Solution in: set_E/challengeE-spiral/.
• Hash: 26ee8470c732dfc821bbe0561b446dc808
6560e4e222b22e6a74e559d90a7d61.

Q. Challenge 16: Tower (100 points)

This challenge hashes 13 bytes that are read from the RFID
tag, starting at offset 384. The resulting hash is compared with
an hard-coded one. We are authenticated when the two hashes
are the same. The data used to compute the hash are retrieved
by following hints in the binary program that led to a website
containing a 13 bytes length word.

• Solution in: set_E/challengeE-tower/.
• Hash: b019c48299dd33ec6fdc94da9d5ad06018
549ee58f4a829a44d15e6980c22cbb.

R. Challenge 17: Spire (150 points)

At first glance, there is not much we can do to get authen-
ticated in this challenge. A variable named privilege has to be
greater than 0 but is initialized to 0 and is never changed after
that. However there is a clear buffer overflow situation that we
can exploit. The goal is to put something in privilege to pass
the verification. There are several possible solutions.

• Solution in: set_F/challengeF-spire/.
• Hash: da40489dbcb3722ecaef8230d1210a4502
3af7d35c7c95d042ded557b199a3bf.

VIII. OUR CUSTOM REVERSE ENGINEERING TOOLBOX

After extracting board information and solving all the
challenges, we realized that we are able to increase the
optimization of our process. Indeed, our emulation technique
reuses the same template, our Python solvers use a common
structure and the process of putting manually values in the
sender.py file is sometimes a source of error.

To enhance our analysis and scripting efficiency for the
live challenge, we have created a Python package to gather
all of our RE techniques for the given RFID door locking
mechanism. This section summarizes its main features.

A. Packet Class

Our "Packet" class reproduces the usage of the packet struc-
ture in the board. When one instantiates an object of "Packet",
it is possible to manipulate it easily thanks to the power of the
Python language. The object important functionalities resides
in the possibility to generate automatically a sender.py file
to avoid errors and to transmit the packet data through USB
serial. A full demonstration of the usage have been made in
csaw_package/demo/demo_packet_ch1.py.

B. Targeted Firmware Emulation

To solve some of the challenges, we were using UE for our
dynamic analysis. As we designed a dedicated Python script
to emulate a target function from the Teensy firmware, we are
able to group all of it in single Python class. The results give
a more comprehensive code and a user-friendly utilization. A
complete demonstration is also provided in csaw_package/
demo/demo_emulator_ch6.py.

IX. CONCLUSION

We are very satisfied with this hardware hacking compe-
tition. We have learned a lot about embedded system ar-
chitectures, serial communication and ARM assembly. Some
of our temporary failed attempts forced us to face obstacles
on microcontroller debugging and made us discover some
very powerful tools to emulate such hardware. The tools and
techniques we used and our personal investment in this event
gave good results since we were able to solve all the 18
challenges. Furthermore, having to document every solutions
and to write a technical paper turned out to be a great exercise
to strengthen our understanding and to improve our ability to
synthesize information. In the near future, we will use this
experience and the output of the upcoming final presentation
as a starting point to pinpoint our weaknesses and decide what
can be done to continue our learning journey. The video asked
by the organizers is at: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1M4wmcoZRpIz50R1I6YqpW_RyxatVlFyl?usp=sharing

GLOSSARY

JDK Java Development Kit. 2
JRE Java Runtime Environment. 1
RE Reverse Engineering. 1, 2
UE Unicorn Engine. 1, 5, 8
VPS Virtual Private Server. 1
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